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“INSPIRED BY AN ICON”
If there is one thing that ties Airstream and Mercedes-Benz together, it is a relentless pursuit of the best.
After leading the industry for years with the Interstate, we were inspired as a company to go even further and so the Airstream Atlas was born. Now, built on the groundbreaking, new Mercedes-Benz chassis and
equipped with industry best features from Airstream, the Atlas redefines luxury and comfort.

The Airstream Atlas has simply outdone its predecessors and is clearly in a league of its own.

Over 50 best-in-class features come standard in every Atlas. Boasting QuietStream™ ductless air conditioning, a
spa-like shower with teak inlays, and a full Murphy suite that features a Froli® ergonomic bed system, this Class B+
Touring Coach has all the luxurious touches you would expect, and gives you even more room to enjoy them.

If you want to experience the highest levels of comfort and sophistication when traveling, step inside the
Airstream Atlas.
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DESIGN
Airstream’s world-renowned reputation for quality
and engineering is apparent in all aspects of the Atlas,
from the exquisite exterior style to the artful craftsmanship of the interior.

DESIGN
Durable Flooring
The marine-grade luxury woven synthetic
flooring you will find in the Atlas stays fresh
and looking new, even after miles and miles
of use. The pet-friendly, easy-to clean material
floats on an inch-and-a-half of insulated
flooring that is not only the best in its class,
but also the quietest.
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DESIGN
Solid Surface
Countertops
Leaving home does not have to mean leaving
all its comforts behind. That is the belief behind
the high-end interior amenities inside the Atlas.
Each Atlas comes with best-in-class solid
surface custom countertops. And to match the
countertops, the Atlas also comes with two solid,
twist-lock pedestal tables that can be hidden
away when they are not needed.

High-quality Cabinets
The cabinets in the Airstream Atlas are designed to stand the test of time. Carefully handcrafted, they lend a
sophisticated appearance to the interior that is reminiscent of a private jet or a yacht. The framing uses stamped
aluminum rather than the stapled and glued wooden frames used in other coaches. Soft-close brushed nickel
struts allow the doors to close smoothly and quietly, and the outside latches are flush for a clean look.
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DESIGN
Luxurious Living Quarters
The Atlas is designed to ensure relaxing days
followed by peaceful nights, and it is all thanks to
a power slide-out that expands the living space
and makes even more room for the Murphy
suite. Enjoy plenty of space to kick back on the
comfortable Villa® power sofa, and then convert
it into the integrated bed when it’s time to say
good night. And in the morning, it is easy to
convert it back and tidy up.

Ergonomic Sleep System
The Murphy bed is outfitted with a Froli ® Ergonomic Sleep System that ensures you start each day
refreshed and well-rested. The interlocking springs provide a supportive sleep surface that is supremely
comfortable. After all, what is more luxurious than a great night’s sleep?
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DESIGN
Interior Décor
Options
In the Atlas, you will find best-in-class design
in every detail. Each of the five available
Formal Black

Modern Greige

décor palettes is appointed with beautifully
coordinated colors, finishes, and fabrics.
Select the combinations that appeals to your
taste for a truly personalized feel inside your
luxurious and spacious Atlas.

Tommy Bahama ®
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DESIGN

Exterior Design and Finish
When Airstream and Mercedes-Benz come together, you know you will get a touring coach that exceeds your expectations – and the Atlas does exactly that. From the
beautiful body lines and sleek curved walls to the chrome trim package and seamless transitions, the Atlas exudes elegance and luxury from any angle. A hidden power
entry step emerges to welcome you aboard, then recesses smoothly back into the coach’s body. Gleaming Alcoa aluminum wheels, a totally unique 40 piece body kit,
and Mercedes-Benz taillights with Airstream and Mercedes badging round out the touring coach’s sophisticated look.
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PERFORMANCE
While the interior of the Atlas is all Airstream, the chassis and engine are all Mercedes-Benz, and our belief in
“the best or nothing” is evident throughout. Or, in this case, maybe it should be “best-in-class or nothing.”

PERFORMANCE
Six-Cylinder
Mercedes-Benz Diesel
What good is best-in-class beauty if it is missing
best-in-class power and performance? The
Airstream Atlas leads the way with a standard
Mercedes-Benz 7-speed, 3.0 liter, 188 horsepower
V6 turbo engine. Thanks to its 325 lbs. of torque,
you will experience superior performance under
any conditions. Fast acceleration, unbelievable
torque, and impressive fuel mileage – on top of
legendary reliability. So even when your map is
marked for the most remote locations, you will
trust the Atlas to take you there and back.
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PERFORMANCE
Air-Ride Suspension
Ride on air. This suspension system automatically
adjusts as you drive and improves what’s already
superb handling and stability. Not only does it provide
a higher level of comfort for passengers, it is easier
on your tires and brakes, too. You will enjoy mile after
mile of smooth rides with less maintenance as you
float off to new destinations. The experience of riding
on air comes standard with every Atlas – anything less
than the best just will not do.

Multi-Function Steering Wheel
You will not want to take your hands off the luxuriously plush leather-wrapped steering wheel. Thanks to
its multi-function controls, you can operate the MBUX Infotainment System, make a phone call with your
Bluetooth ® enabled phone, or adjust your stereo settings – without ever having to let go.
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PERFORMANCE
Diesel Generator
Stay off the grid for longer thanks to the Atlas’s
3.2kw Onan® Quiet Diesel Generator. Its design
minimizes noise emission for a quiet, peaceful
experience each time you use it. And, you can
operate the generator through the Atlas’s
best-in-class multiplex touchpad electronic
control system.

QuietStream™ Air Conditioning
No matter where your travels take you, the Atlas’s QuietStream™ Climate Control System helps keep you cool in
virtual silence. Its integrated venting blends seamlessly with the Atlas’s sleek interior design aesthetic. And the
only thing you will notice when it is on is how comfortable you feel.
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PERFORMANCE

Premium Chassis
Built on the next generation legendary Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3500 cut-away chassis, the Atlas offers superior on-road dynamics. On every trip, you will experience
incredible handling and better lane control. Heavy-duty shocks, springs, stabilizer bars, and brakes go the extra mile to ensure every journey is smooth, safe, and
comfortable. Where others might offer add-ons or upgrades, these items come standard with the Atlas – where excellence is the standard.
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SAFETY
Safety should not be considered luxury. That is why,
in the Atlas, advanced and active safety systems are
standard – and most are best-in-class.

SAFETY
Rear and Side
View Cameras
While you are likely focused on what is around
the next bend, the Atlas makes it easy to see
what is behind you too. A rear vision camera,
which is nighttime-enhanced, displays on a
panel where the rearview mirror is normally
located. The panel features directional lines
to make backing up even easier. Side-camera
displays appear as well, so you get an even
wider view of your surroundings.

Additional Safety Features:

• Active Blind Spot Assist

• Active Rear Cross Traffic Assist

• Active Lane Keeping Assist

• High Mounted Third Brake Light

• Traffic Sign Assist

• Wet Wiper System

• E-Call Assist

• Front and Rear Parktronic Sensors

• Active Driver Attention Assist

• High Performance Headlights
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SAFETY
Airbags and Safety System

Collision Prevention

The Airstream Atlas is not just one of the safest vehicles on the road – it is

Mercedes-Benz has always believed the best way to survive an accident

the very safest in its class. In addition to the dual front airbags, driver and

is by avoiding one in the first place. With that in mind, the Atlas’s active

passenger side window airbags greatly reduce the risk of head and facial

collision assist system uses radar to constantly monitor closing speeds

injuries. And thorax airbags provide added protection in the event of a side

between your vehicle and the others around it. If the system determines a

impact. So you will feel confident in reaching your location safe and sound.

collision is likely, it will calculate and supplement the necessary brake force
to slow you down in an attempt to avoid an accident.

SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS

SIDE & REARVIEW CAMERA ASSIST
COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST

FRONT AIRBAGS
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AMENITIES
Sometimes it is the details that matter most. That is why we have not
overlooked a thing. The Atlas is packed with premium features that anticipate
every need. They are amenities that you will appreciate if you wish to truly
travel well. And you will have more room to enjoy them than ever before.

AMENITIES

Aerodynamic Power Awning
With the push of a button, the best-in-class full-length power awning stretches out to create a comfortable, shady spot where you can lounge. Its integrated
appearance makes it as beautiful as it is functional, and three support arms hold it sturdily in place. Take in a scenic sunset, then switch on the awning’s LED lighting –
its dimmer provides you with just the right level of evening glow. A seismic sensor auto-retracts the awning if the wind kicks up and threatens its stability.
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AMENITIES
MBUX Infotainment
System
The Atlas now comes standard with the intuitive
and easy-to-use MBUX Infotainment system
from Mercedes-Benz. All of the features found
in luxury automobiles are now incorporated into
the Atirstream Atlas. With Bluetooth® technology,
you can pair your phone using Apple Carplay®
or Android Auto®, giving you the ability to make
hands-free calls and respond to text messages
or emails. The large and crystal clear in-dash
touchscreen gives you the ability to zoom in and
zoom out as you navigate the countryside. Being
able to control the system through the touch
screen or via the control panel integrated into
the steering wheel, this convenient system is
always within reach.
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AMENITIES
Power Shades
Oceanair power shades add a new degree
of comfort and ease of use in the Atlas.
Cruise through the countryside in privacy and
relaxation, as the UV-resistant sheer fabric
and blinds subtly diffuse or block out light at
your discretion. All shades are independently
controlled through the on-board multiplex
control system.

Luxury Features
Mercedes-Benz has a reputation for providing drivers with as much luxury and comfort as possible. The Atlas
incorporates numerous Mercedes-Benz features that let you keep your focus on the joys of the road and not the
tasks that come with being behind the wheel. For example, the Atlas features automatic rain-sensing windshield
wipers as well as auto-dimming high performance headlights.
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AMENITIES
Residential Style Lavatory
The Airstream Atlas was designed for maximum comfort whether you are setting out on an extended journey, or just looking for a weekend get-away. With that in mind, the
Atlas lavatory was built to mirror that of a residential-style lavatory. Utilizing the entire rear of the coach, the Atlas lavatory has a spacious stand-alone shower, and a spacious
closet. The beautiful countertop matches the solid-surface countertops throughout, and the aluminum and woodgrain accents bring a sense of style and richness seldom
found in a touring coach lavatory.

Additional Best-In-Class Amenities:
• Aluminum ceiling and trim

• Pre-wired for satellite system

• Hidden compartment in dash with phone

• Heated driver and passenger

• Magic suede on walls and window boxes

• Single-remote keyless start

• Adjustable LED lighting

• Custom floor mats

• Door entry lighting

• LED undercarriage lighting

• Built-in cupholders

• Extra sleeping space with optional

charging capabilities

• USB and USB-C charging ports

powered seats

cockpit bed
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“INSPIRED BY AN ICON”
The Atlas touring coach matches the precision engineering of Mercedes-Benz with the design
sensibilities of Airstream. Every inch is designed with comfort, style, function, and luxury in mind.

With more than 50 best-in-class features, it is the finest way to travel, whether you are using it for
a long-term adventure or just want to enjoy a weekend road trip surrounded by fine amenities.

When you’re ready to see the Airstream Atlas in person, find your dealer to schedule a tour. And
download the Atlas brochure to have handy.

Download Brochure

Locate Your Dealer

Our Exclusive Partner: Airstream is an exclusive partner of the Mercedes-Benz ® Club
of America and every purchase of a new Airstream Atlas Touring Coach comes with a
free one-year MBCA membership.
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